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Abstract

We consider single and multiple part type production lines and networks with ®nite

bu�ers and unreliable machines. Three fuzzy control modules, namely, line, assembly,

and disassembly controller, are developed. The objective is to keep the work-in-process

(WIP) inventory and cycle time at low levels, along with high machine utilization and

throughput. This is achieved by adjusting the processing rate of each production stage

so that work¯ow is balanced and the extreme events of machine starving or blocking are

reduced. The approach is extensively tested via simulation. After a series of simulation

runs, it has been observed that the proposed approach outranks other control policies in

keeping the WIP inventory low. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The continuing changes in the production environment create new chal-
lenges, which companies have to face in order to stay in business. One of the
essential surviving requirements is the ability of a ®rm to adapt its production
structure according to the fast changing global market needs. Modern pro-
duction technologies such as, for example, ¯exible/agile and just-in-time man-
ufacturing, recognize that speedy and punctual response to market changes is
associated with short cycle times and low in-process inventories. As a result,
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control policies that tend to keep work-in-process (WIP) in low levels have
drawn a great deal of attention from researchers and practitioners. WIP in-
ventory is measured by the number of items in each bu�er and should stay
small because of various reasons [5,9]:
· Capital invested to inventories as long as they remain in the factory or the

warehouse provides no pro®t.
· High in-process inventories increase cycle times and decreases responsive-

ness to customers.
· High in-process inventories require more space and expensive material han-

dling equipment increasing the invested capital.
· Inventory quality decreases as the un®nished items remain to the factory be-

cause they are vulnerable to damage.
Many researchers have studied the problem of WIP management in unre-

liable production systems [1±3,5,9,12,13]. Conway et al. [5] examined the e�ects
of in-process inventory in production lines. Bai and Gershwin introduced a
WIP control algorithm for scheduling single [4] and multiple part-type [3]
production lines. In almost all works, WIP inventories are associated with
built-in parameters of the system, as for example, the number of wokstations/
machines, their processing rate, the interstation bu�er capacity and assump-
tions concerning failure and repair rate of each machine. It is also a common
belief that the large size of real production systems along with the e�ects of
failures occurring in such systems, do not allow for an analytic treatment of
WIP minimization [9]. Since analytical solutions are not attainable, heuristic
policies are suggested to control job ¯ow within production systems [2±4]
sometimes supported by fuzzy set theory [6,7].

In this paper, we develop a distributed fuzzy control methodology for single
and multiple part-type production lines and networks. The overall control ob-
jective is to keep the WIP and cycle time as low as possible, and at the same time to
maintain high machine utilization and throughput. In contrast to the traditional
produce-at-capacity approach, according to which the system always operates at
its maximum capacity, we control the production rate in each production stage in
a way that eliminates extreme events of idle periods due to machine starving or
blocking. The next section describes the three production modules and the pro-
posed architecture of the distributed fuzzy logic control system that is used.
There, we also present a fuzzy logic formulation of the WIP control problem. In
Section 3, simulation results are drawn along with comparisons, and in Section 4,
the contribution of this work is summarized and further work is outlined.

2. The production control modules

A production system is usually viewed as a network of machines/worksta-
tions and bu�ers. Items receive an operation at each machine and wait for the
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next operation in a bu�er with ®nite capacity. Random machine breakdowns
disturb the production process and phenomena such as starvation and/or
blocking may occur. Due to a failed machine with operational neighbors, the
level of the downstream bu�er decreases, while the upstream increases. If the
repair time is big enough, then the broken machine will either block the next
station or starve the previous one. This adverse e�ect will propagate
throughout the system.

The events that can happen in a production network are changes in bu�er
states and changes in machine states. The bu�ers can be full or empty and the
machines can be up (operating) or down (under repair). When a machine is up,
it can be starved if one of the preceding bu�ers is empty; in this case the ma-
chine is forced to produce at the rate of the machine feeding the empty bu�er.
Respectively, if a machine is up then it can be blocked if one of the succeeding
bu�ers is full. When a machine breaks down then the preceding machines re-
main operating until one of their downstream bu�er is ®lled. Similarly, the
succeeding machines continue processing until their upstream bu�ers become
empty.

The vast majority of production systems can be decomposed into basic
modules or subsystems. Here, we introduce three control modules for transfer
line, assembly and disassembly networks, respectively. These modules are
schematically presented in Fig. 1.

The transfer line module includes a machine Mi which takes un®nished
items from an upstream bu�er Bj;i and after processing, sends them to a
downstream bu�er Bi;l (Fig. 1(a)). The assembly operation is presented in
Fig. 1(b). A machine Mi obtains two or more parts or subassemblies, fol-
lowing an assembly factor dj;i from more than one upstream bu�ers Bj;i,
brings them together to form a single unit, which is sent to a downstream
bu�er Bi;l. The disassembly operation involves a machine Mi taking un®n-
ished single units from one upstream bu�er Bj;i, separates them to two or
more parts or subassemblies following a disassembly factor di;j, and sends
them to downstream bu�ers Bi;k, as shown in Fig. 1(c). The main advantage,
as mentioned earlier, is that if these subsystems get connected to each other,
can be used for modeling and control of manufacturing networks of random
geometry.

2.1. Fuzzy control representation

Each of the subsystems presented in the previous section can be seen as the
fuzzy controller presented in Fig. 2. The input variables of each controller are:
· the bu�er level bij and bik of the upstream and downstream bu�ers,
· the state msi of machine Mi,
· the production surplus xi of Mi, which is the di�erence between actual pro-

duction and demand.
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The output variable of every controller is the processing rate ri of each
machine Mi.

The bu�er levels, surplus and the processing rate of each machine take
linguistic variations with certain membership functions. The machine state msi

is crisp and can be 1 (up) or 0 (down).

Fig. 2. Inputs and output of the fuzzy controller.

Fig. 1. Production control modules.
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The control objective in all cases is to meet the demand and the same time to
keep WIP as low as possible. This is achieved by regulating the processing rate
at every time instant, according to the following general rules:
1. If there is no sign of machine starving or blocking, then keep the production

surplus close to zero. In other words, produce at a rate more or less equal to
demand.

2. If an undesirable event (upstream or downstream bu�er full or empty) is
about to occur, then ignore surplus levels and try to prevent starving or
blocking by increasing or decreasing the production rate accordingly.
A bu�er tends to be empty when the upstream machine is either under repair

or producing in a slower rate than the downstream machine. Similarly, a bu�er
tends to ®ll when the downstream machine is either under repair or producing
in a slower rate than the upstream machine. The controllers keep bu�ers nei-
ther full nor empty regulating the machine rates. When a bu�er tends to be full,
the controller is increasing the rate of the downstream machine and decreasing
the rate of the upstream machine. In the same way, when a bu�er tends to be
empty, the controller is increasing the rate of the upstream machine and de-
creasing the rate of the downstream machine. The information needed to
synchronize the operation of the production network is transferred to each
module controller by the change of bu�er levels. Every event occurring in the
production network is a�ecting the levels of bu�ers close to the area of
the event. In this way, the production system operates in satisfactory rate while
the WIP is kept in low levels.

In fuzzy controllers, the control policy is described by linguistic IF±THEN
rules with appropriate mathematical meaning [8]. The rule base of the line
control module contains rules of the following form:

IF bj;i is LB�k� AND bi;l is LB�k� AND msi is LMS�k�i AND xi is LX �k�;

THEN ri is LR�k�i ;
�1�

where k is the rule number (k � 1; . . . ; 18), i the number of machine or
workstation, LB a linguistic value of the variable bu�er level b with term set
B � fEmpty; Almost Empty; OK; Almost Full; Fullg; msi denotes the state of
machine i, which can be either 1 (operative) or 0 (stopped) and consequently
MS � f0; 1g. LX represents the value that surplus x takes, and it is chosen
from the term set X � fNegative; OK; Positiveg. The production rate r takes
linguistic values LR from the term set R � fzero; Low; Normal; Highg.
The mathematical meaning of the kth rule, for LMS�k�i � 1, can be given as
a fuzzy relation FR�k� on B� X � R, which in the membership function
domain is

lFR�k� �bj;i; bi;l; xi; ri� � f!�lLB�k� �bj;i�; lLB�k� �bi;l�; lLX �k� �xi�; lLR�k� �ri��; �2�
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where f! � min for rules of the Mamdani type [8]. Obviously, whenever
LMS�k�i � 0 the production rate r takes the Zero value from the R term set.

Let us now assume that the machine is not stopped, and the actual bu�er
levels of the upstream and downstream bu�ers can be represented as b�j;i and b�i;l
with membership functions l�B�bj;i� and l�B�bi;l�, respectively. The production
surplus at a given time instant is denoted as x�i with membership l�X �xi�. The
membership function of the conjunction of the three inputs, for AND � min, is

l�AND�bj;i; bi;l; xi� � l�B�bj;i� ^ l�B�bi;l� ^ l�X �xi�: �3�
The production rate r�i , e.g., the control action at every time instant is given by

r�i �
P

ril�R�ri�P
l�R�ri� ; �4�

where l�R�ri� is the membership function of the aggregated production rate,
which is computed by applying the max±min composition on the outcome of
(2) and (3). That is,

l�R�ri� � max
bj;i;bi;l;xi

min�l�AND�bj;i; bi;l; xi�; lFR�k� �bj;i; bi;l; xi; ri��: �5�

Similarly, the generic rule of the assembly and disassembly control modules
can be written as follows:

IF bj;i is LB�k� AND . . . AND bi;l is LB�k� AND msi is LMS�k�i AND xi is LX �k�;

THEN ri is LR�k�i : �6�

The formulation presented in this section can be expanded to multiple-part-
type production lines or networks without major modi®cations. The structure
of the fuzzy controller remains the same since a multiple-part-type system can
be decomposed into single part type systems.

3. Simulation results and comparative testing

In this section, we test the proposed control approach and compare its
performance to other well-known control approaches. We assume that the ¯ow
of parts within the system is continuous. In the continuous-¯ow simulation, the
discrete production is approximated by the production of a liquid product [11].
The assumptions we made for all simulations are as follows:
1. Machines fail randomly with a probability pi;, which is given by

pi � ri

c0

; i � 1; . . . ;N ; �7�
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where ri is the processing rate of machine Mi and c0 is a constant. Machines
that work at their maximum have higher failure probability.

2. Machines are repaired randomly with probability pri. We assume unlimited
repair personnel. There is always somebody to start working on a failed ma-
chine.

3. Time to failure and time to repair are geometrically distributed.
4. All machines operate at known, but not necessarily equal, rates. Each ma-

chine produces in a rate ri6 li, where li is the maximum processing rate
of machine Mi.

5. The initial bu�ers (BI) are in®nite sources of raw material and consequently
the initial machines are never starved.

6. The last bu�er (BF) has in®nite storage capacity, so the last machine is never
blocked.

7. Bu�ers between adjacent machines Mi, Mj have ®nite capacities
BCij; i; j � 1; . . . ;N .

8. Set-up times or transportation times are negligible or are included in the
processing time.

Matlab's Fuzzy Logic Toolbox [10] and Simulink were the software tools for
building and testing all simulations. The performance of the fuzzy WIP control
approach is evaluated through the following test cases.

3.1. Test case 1: single-part-type transfer lines

The developed fuzzy controller is ®rst tested for the case of a single product
transfer line presented in Fig. 3. The production line consists of ®ve machines
and four interstation bu�ers. The ®rst bu�er, denoted as BI, is an in®nite source
while the last bu�er BF has in®nite storage capacity. The system is balanced.
All machines have the same processing time, si � 0:5 �i � 1; . . . ; 5�, and same
failure and repair probabilities, pi � 0:1 and pri � 0:5, respectively.

The transfer line of Fig. 3 is identical to one presented by Bai and Gershwin
(Test case 5 in [4]), and it was selected to facilitate comparisons. The perfor-
mance of our controller is compared to:
1. The classical produce-at-capacity approach, according to which the machines

produce in their maximum rate when they are operational (up, not blocked,
not starved). This is similar to what is known as bang±bang control.

2. The approach was presented by Bai and Gershwin in [2,4] and elsewhere.
Their method is based on the determination of a desirable production sur-
plus value, the hedging point.

Fig. 3. The transfer line of Test case 1.
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When the machine is up, the control law used by Bai and Gershwin is
summarized in the following:
· If the actual surplus is less than the hedging point, then the machine should

produce at its maximum rate.
· If surplus is equal to the hedging point, then the production rate should be

equal to demand.
· If surplus is greater than the hedging point, then stop producing.

The proposed single-part-type transfer line controller contains 18 fuzzy IF±
THEN rules. Their structure was discussed in a previous section. A part of the
actual rulebase is presented in Table 1. Main control objective is to maximize
the utilization of machines by avoiding starvation and/or blocking. Simulta-
neously, production surplus should be close to zero in order to satisfy the
demand.

The control methods are examined for ®ve di�erent demand values. For
each demand, various simulation runs were performed with di�erent random
number seeds. All results are averaged over the number of simulation experi-
ments. Bu�er capacities are given and presented in Table 2. Fig. 4 represents
graphically the WIP inventory of each method. It can be seen that the proposed
approach keeps the in-process inventories signi®cantly lower than the other
two methods for all demands. Numerical results are presented in Table 3.

3.2. Test case 2: multiple-part-type transfer lines

In this section, we demonstrate the performance of the transfer line
controller we suggest, for the case of multiple-part-type production lines.
The production system under consideration consists of three machines and
produces three product types. Bu�ers with ®nite storage capacity are located

Table 1

Part of controllerÕs rulebasea

Rule IF LBi AND LBi�1 AND MSi AND Xi THEN Ri

1 OK Almost

full

1 OK Low

2 Any Full 1 Any Zero

3 Not

empty

Not full 1 Negative High

4 OK OK 1 OK Normal

5 Full Almost

empty

1 OK High

6 Any Any 0 Any Zero

7 Not

empty

Empty 1 Any High

a LBi: level of bu�er i, LBi�1: level of bu�er i� 1; MSi: state of machine i; Xi: surplus of machine i;
Ri: production rate of machine i.
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between machines. The ®rst bu�er for each product is assumed to be an in®nite
source while the last is an in®nite sink. All machines are subject to random
failures and repairs with known rates.

Table 2

Bu�er sizes and demand levels for Test case 1

Demand d Bu�er capacity

BC1 BC2 BC3 BC4

1.6 6 6 8 5

1.4 3 3 10 1

1.2 1 4 5 1

1.0 1 1 1 1

0.6 1 1 1 1

0

5

10

15

20

25

0,6 0,8 1 1,2 1,4 1,6

Demand

W
IP

Fuzzy WIP Control

Hedging Point method [4]

Produce-at-capacity

Fig. 4. In-process inventory for Test case 1.

Table 3

Average bu�er level and WIP inventory for Test case 1

Demand Average bu�er levels for

fuzzy WIP control

WIP inventory

B1 B2 B3 B4 Fuzzy WIP

control

Hedging point

method [4]

Produce at

capacity

1.6 0.97 1.42 2.77 0.77 9.93 16.5 13.67

1.4 0.74 0.67 3.22 0.35 8.48 10.7 12.36

1.2 0.78 1.36 1.02 0.21 6.37 7.5 11.96

1.0 0.83 0.43 0.26 0.21 4.23 5 7.71

0.6 0.52 0.33 0.19 0.26 2.8 3.9 20.6
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System data and structure are identical to an example presented in [3] by Bai
and Gershwin. Each machine is ``virtually'' divided into as many sub-machines
(or partial machines [3]) as the number of part types to be processed. Conse-
quently, the three-part-type system under study, illustrated in Fig. 5, can be
approximated by three single-type systems similar to one analyzed in the
previous section. Partial machines are presented in Fig. 5 with dotted line
squares. Each machine i performs operations on parts of j type and it is divided
into mij partial machines (here i � j � 1; . . . ; 3). Each mij does one operation
on the type j part, which then waits in the bij bu�er for an operation at the
mi�1;j partial machine. The demand for parts of type j is dj. The failure and
repair rate of machine i is pi and ri, respectively. The processing times sij are
chosen as follows [3]:

s1;1 � 0:5; s2;1 � 0:3; s3;1 � 0:4;

s1;2 � 0:3; s2;2 � 0:2; s3;2 � 0:3;

s1;3 � 0:4; s2;3 � 0:4; s3;3 � 0:5:

Failure rates are p1 � 0:1; p2 � 0:01 and p3 � 0:2, and repair rates are
r1 � 0:5; r2 � 0:8; r3 � 0:6. Bu�er sizes are all equal to 1 and demand is as-
sumed to be constant over time for each part type (d1 � 0:8; d2 � 0:6;
d3 � 0:3). The WIP was calculated for each product after multiple simulation
runs using di�erent seeds. These results are shown below

WIP1 � 1:369; WIP2 � 0:988; WIP3 � 0:667:

The fuzzy WIP controller satis®ed the demand (which is selected low
anyway) and kept the total WIP 20% less than in [3].

Fig. 5. Test case 2: 3-machine, 3-part-type production line.
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3.3. Test case 3: single-part-type production networks

The fuzzy WIP controller was tested for production lines in Test cases 1 and
2. In this section, we demonstrate the performance of our approach in as-
sembly/disassembly networks. We consider the system presented in Fig. 6. The
network under consideration can be analyzed into two lines, one disassembly
and two assembly subsystems. For each type of the subsystems we use the
corresponding control module, described in Section 2. The subsystems are
connected to each other through common bu�ers. All machines have the same
maximum production rate, which is li � 20 parts per time unit. All bu�er
capacities are equal to BCij � 50 parts, apart from BI and BF. The failure
probability of all machines is given by

pi � ri

100
: �8�

The machine repair probability is pri � 0:4. The assembly and disassembly
factors are equal to one, dj;i � di;j � 1. The bu�er levels at any time instant is
given by

bj;i�tk�1� � bj;i�tk� � �rj�tk� ÿ ri�tk���tk�1 ÿ tk�; �9�
where tk; tk�1 are the times when control actions (changes in processing rates),
happen. The production of a machine Mi is

pri�tk�1� � pri�tk� � ri�tk��tk�1 ÿ tk�: �10�
The mean machine rate mri is given by

mri � pri�T �
T

; �11�

where T is the total simulation time.

Fig. 6. The production network of Test case 3: (a) throughput versus repair probability; (b) total

WIP versus bu�er capacity; (c) cycle time versus processing rates; (d) system utilization.
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The proposed approach is tested against the produce-at-capacity policy.
Two continuous ¯ow simulation models were implemented, one for each tested
policy. Comparative results for the WIP, cycle time and throughput, are shown
in Fig. 6(a)±(c). Percentages of idle and operating times for both methods are
presented in Fig. 6(d). It can be seen that for the network of Test case 3, the
proposed distributed fuzzy WIP control system reduces substantially the

Fig. 6. (Continued).
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in-process inventory and cycle time, while the throughput reduction compared
to produce-at-capacity policy is less than 10%.

3.4. Remarks

From the simulation results in all previous test cases it can be concluded that
the fuzzy WIP controller (for lines and/or networks) keeps lower in-process
inventories compared to the other approaches examined, that is, produce-at-
capacity and hedging point [3,4,9] methods. The main advantage of the fuzzy

Fig. 6. (Continued).
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WIP controller is that it approximates the way human operators adjust the
processing rate so as to minimize idle periods due to starving or blocking. Two
possible drawbacks can be identi®ed. The ®rst concerns the ease of the WIP
controller implementation. Real-time regulation of processing rate requires on-
line monitoring of bu�er levels and production surplus. This might be unre-
alistic in practice. The second remark is associated with the decision space
complexity of the fuzzy WIP controller. The produce-at-capacity policy follows
just one control rule: IF machine is not down, THEN produce at the maximum
rate. Despite the fact that the bang±bang behavior of this policy is not ap-
propriate for regulation problems, it has gained wide acceptance in production
control practice because of its simplicity (and high throughput). Similarly, the
hedging point method uses only three control rules to adjust machineÕs pro-
cessing rate, in contrast to the rulebase of the fuzzy WIP controller for transfer
lines (either single or multiple part types) which contains 18 rules. It should be
noted that although it might be a problem in systems of larger size, we have not
observed any signi®cant delay in computations that can be attributed to the
number of rules used in our controllers.

4. Conclusions

We have presented a distributed fuzzy controller, which keeps production
close to demand and WIP inventories in low levels by regulating the processing
rate of each machine. The proposed control system consists of three inde-
pendent modules and can be applied to production networks of general to-
pology. The structural advantage of the approach presented here is that it
allows for an operator-like knowledge representation and reasoning. Numer-
ous simulation experiments veri®ed controllerÕs good performance. A contin-
uous-¯ow simulator is used to compare the proposed WIP controller with
produce-at-capacity and hedging point methods. For the test cases examined, it
turned out that the fuzzy policy provides lower WIP, higher system utilization,
and smaller product cycle time.

An interesting extension, to be considered in the future, would consist of
examining the performance of WIP controller when applied to reentrant sys-
tems, in which parts may visit some machines more than once. More complex
patterns of demand should be considered.
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